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1. INTRODUCTION 
During the last few years, the Schur multipliers have been determined 
for various classes of finite groups. Among them, the case of the finite 
real reflection groups was dealt with by Ihara and Yokonuma [S], whereas 
quite recently Read settled the case of the finite imprimitive complex 
reflection groups [9]. The present paper deals with the remaining finite 
reflection groups. 
2. PRELIMTNARIES 
2.1 The following notations will be adopted. 
(51, **-, ~9&:nlfl(~l:1, -a*, aa), ‘me, f&a, --a, %)llSl(Q, **a, %A ***, !&(a, *a*, %a)> 
denotes the group, generated by the symbols 21, . .., z~, subject to the 
relations fl(zl, . . ., z~) = . . . =fk(zl, . . . , z%n) = 1 and where 
g&a, *a*, G), ***, g&1, -**, %a) 
are central. 
m(G) : the Schur multiplier of G 
Z(G) : the center of G 
[G, al : the commutator subgroup of G 
IGI : the order of G 
<Sr, ***, gk) : the subgroup of G, generated by gl, . . ., gk 
G : the cyclic group of order n. 
To begin with we present some useful results. 
2.2 PROPOSITION 
Let G = (x1, . . . , c-c~~~&z~, . . ., x*), . . ., f&l, . . . , x~)) be a j&e growp and let 
kl, . . . . ka denote the orders of x1, ..,, xn in G. Let H be the growp 
Q/l, -a*, YlnlYlkl, --a, Y2”llfl(Yl, *a-, Yn), ***, ft(Y1, -**, Y7lD. 
Then m(G) is isomorphic to the kernel of the nutural projection [H, H]+[G, a]. 
7 Indagationes 
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PROOF. Let X be the group (zi, . . . . z,#i(zi, . . . . z,), . . . . ft(zl, . . . . 2,)). 
Let y: Z’ -+ G be the natural projection. According to [7], ker (w) n [Z, %I, 
which is the torsion subgroup of ker (y), is isomorphic to m(G). Now if 
for z E &’ the element z[ti, &‘I ES/[%, &‘I is denoted by I, it is clear 
that X/[.%?, Z] is a free abelian group on the generators 9, . . . , 3,. This 
implies that the central subgroup (zikl, . . ., x&a) of 3’ is torsionfree and 
so <z+, . . . , 2% 2”) n [Z, Xl= (I>. It follows that m(G) is isomorphic to 
the kernel of the natural projection [H, H] + [G, G]. 
2.3 PROPOSITION: Let G and H be finite groups. Then 
m(G xH) -m(G) xm(H) x(G @ H). 
For a proof of this proposition the reader is referred to [7]. 
2.4 PROPOSITION: Let G be a Jinite growp such that m(G) = {I) and let K 
be a subgroup of Z(G) such that the cunonicul map [G, G] + [G/K, G/K-j 
is an isomorphism. Then m(G/K) ={l}. 
PROOB. We have the following exact sequence, due to Ho&child and 
Serre (cf. [6]): 
Hl(G, C.J*) --f Hl(K, Cj*)G --f Hz(G/K, q*) + H2(G, q*). 
Since the projection [G, G] -+ [G/K, G/K] is an isomorphism we have 
Kn[G, cr]=(l}. C onsequently, the map K -+ G/[G, G] is injective and 
the map Hl(G, Cl*)+Hl(K,CJ*)G is surjective. Since Hs(G, q*)=(l) it 
follows that Hz(G/K, q*) = (1). 
2.6 PROPOSITION: Let G be a perfect group and let (8, n) be a universal 
central extendon of G. Let K be a perfect growp and let (K, y) be a central 
extension of G. Let $1 I? --f K be the homomorphism such that p o C# =x and 
suppose that 4 is surjective. Then (6, 4) is a universal central extensiort of K. 
This proposition is easily proved. 
2.6 In the following table, all finite primitive reflection groups are 
presented, together with a few pieces of useful information. 
2.7 REMARKS 
(i) The numbers appearing in the first column are the numbers assigned 
to these groups in [14]. The notation of the second column is the one of [2]. 
(ii) From now on, the group with number j will be denoted by GJ. 
In [14], the groups GZ are the imprimitive ones. These are not treated 
here (cf. [9]), 
(iii) Some of the presentations in the last column of 2.6 are less 
complicated then those ocourring in [13] or [la]. A few cases will be 
dealt with in 2.8. 
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TABLE: The finite primitive rejeection group 
Number 
1 
3 
4 
Order 
@+I)! 
n 
24 
5 72 
6 48 
I 144 
8 96 
9 192 
10 288 
11 576 
12 48 
13 96 
14 
Notation 
WAn) 
G 
[palpa; TIDz)= W(Ln) 
p3.T 
(Pizbcs; TIDa) 
,m.T 
hd~4;W") 
p3.0 
(~24lwe; W') 
p24.0 
(r4lra;W') 
p4.0 
(1dlzl~6; W') 
p12.0 
p10.0 
p20.1 
p9o.I 
pe0.I 
El6.I 
p12. I 
/&.I 
WWs) 
w(Js(4)) 
144 
15 288 
16 600 
17 1200 
18 1800 
19 3600 
20 360 
21 720 
22 240 
23 
24 
120 
336 
25 W(L9) 648 
26 WMs) 1296 
Further Information 
Weyl group of type A, 
Cyclic group of order n 
Presentation 
(Pv QIP3, Qs, (P&I41 IU’Q2) 
Presentation 
(Ps QIP3, Q91 W&Y) 
Presentation 
V’t QP, Q91 I(PQY) 
Presentation 
(P, QP, Q31 Ipa, V’QIs) 
Presentation 
V’s &FE, Q9P4, (pQ)4l P> 
Presentation 
P, QIP2, Q41 IV’Q)3) 
Presentation 
V’, QIP4t QsI I(J’Q)2) 
Presentation 
(P, QIP2, Q121 IQ41 U’Q)3) 
Presentation 
(p, QP, Qs, Qs (J’Q)4l lQ9) 
Presentation 
(P, &Pa, Q12, U’Q)4Q61 lQ8) 
Presentation 
0’7 QIP2, Q91 IF’Q)4) 
Presentation 
( P, &Pa, &la, Qs(~Q)‘21 lQ3, P&I4 > 
Presentation 
(P, QIP20, Q3, (P&J51 P) 
Presentation 
(P, QIP*, Q51 I(PQ)3> 
Presentation 
(P, QP”, &*I V’Q)51 P2> 
Presentation 
(I’, QP, P4(PQ)51 IP2, Q9> 
Presentation 
(P. QlP4, Qs, P2(PQY51 Ipa, V’Q)5 > 
Presentation 
(I’, &If’*, Q91 IF’Q15) 
Presentation 
(P, Qlp2, Q3, (J’Q)201 IU=Q)5) 
Real reflection group of type HI 
Presentation 
(P, Q, RP, Q2, R2, V’Q14, 
(QR14, (W9, (pQpR)9 > 
Presentation 
(P, Q, RIPS, Q3, RS, PRFR=, 
(P&J49 (QQ4, PV’Q)2P2(PQ)2, 
Q(QWQ2(QWa > 
Presentation 
(P, Q, RIP*, Q9, R2, RQRQ2, 
(P&)4, (RP)2P(RP)4P2, 
(pQ)2QPQ)2Q2 > 
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Number Notation Order 
27 WJs(6)) 2160 
28 W(F4) 27.32 
29 WW4) 20.3.6 
30 WW4) 26.38.52 
31 EW(N4 21Q.32.6 
32 WL4) 27.36.6 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
WW 27.36.6 
WV(Ks) 29.37.6.7 
W(Es) 27.34.5 
WE7) 210.34.6.7 
WT(Ed 214.35.52.7 
Further Inform&ion 
Preeentetion 
V’, Q, RIP*, Q2, R2, (PQ)3. 
(QW, UW4s (PQPW5 ) 
Weyl group of type F4 
Presentation 
(P, Q, R, SIPa, Q2, R*, S2, (pQj4, 
(P-W, (PW, (QW, (QW, 
VW, (pQR)2(QpW > 
Real reflection group of type H4 
Present&ion 
(P, Q, R, S, TIP7 Q=, R2, Sz, Tz, 
(PQ14, WV, VW, (QRP, 
KW’, (QS)*, (Ma, WY, 
PQPTQT, QPQTPT > 
Presentation 
0’s Q, R, SW-, Qs, PI, fl, 
PRPaR=, PSPW, QSQW, (P&)4, 
(QW4, FSY4, W’Q)*f’“(pQ)*, 
Q(QR)2Q2(QR)2, R(RS)2Ra(RS)n) 
Presentation 
(P, Q, R, S, TIP? Q2, R? S? T”, 
(P&)3, (PR)*, (PS)a, (PT)a, 
(QW, (&SE (QT12, (RW, 
(RT)*, (ST)z, (PQR)a(QPR)s ) 
Presentation 
(P, Q, R, S, T, UIP2, &a, R2, S”, 
T*, U’, (PQ)*, (PR)a, (PS)s, 
(W2, (QRY, (&SE (QT12 
WV, WW, (fW2, 
(PQR)s(QPR)*, (US)S, ( UP)2, 
( UQ)2, ( UR)a, ( UT)2 ) 
Weyl group of type Ea 
Weyl group of type E7 
Weyl group of type ES 
2.8 (i) According to [la], Cl4 is presented by 
(X, Y[X2, Y2, (XY)24ll(XY)4). 
We have to show that in (P, QjP2, &311(PQ)4) the relation (P&)24= 1 holds. 
Now (PQ)* = (&P)4(P&)4= QPQP&PQ2P&P&P& = (PQPQP&2)2. 
Since (P&)4 is central, this implies (PC&l2 = P&PQP&2(QP)4PQPQP&2 =
= (P&P&2)3. so (PC&“4 = (P&P&2)3(QP&2P)3 = 1. 
(ii) According to [la], Cl7 is presented by 
(X, YIX2, y5, (xy)6011(xy)2) 
and G~Q is presented by (X, YIXe, X2Y5, (XY)SOllX2, (XY)3). We shall 
show that in (P, &IF, Pz&5llpZ, (P&)3> the relation (P&)60= 1 holds. 
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We have (P&)6= PQPQPQ2PQPQP. S ince (P&)6 is central, this implies 
(P&)12 = P&P&P&2. Q2PQPQp2QPQP. P&P&P = PQPQ4PQPQ2PQ2PQ2 
(we use that P is central). So (P&)24 = PQPQ4QPQ4PQ(PQ2)3P - PQ(PQ2)3 = 
PQPQ5PQ4PQ(PQ2)3p2Q(PQ2)3 = Q(PQ2)3Q(PQ2)3. P2 = 
Pz. (PQ2)2PQs(PQ2)2PQs. 
This implies 
(P&)48 = P4. PQ2PQ2PQ3PQ2PQ2PQs. Q2PQ3PQ2PQ2PQ3PQ2P = 
= PQ2PQsPQ4PQ2PQsPQ4. 
Multiplying this by (P&)6 we get 
(P&)54 = PQ2PQ3PQ4PQ2PQ3PQ4QPQ2PQPQFQP = P4(PQ3PQ4)2. 
So (P&)60 = P4PQ3PQ4PQ3PQ4 - QPQ2PQPQp2QP = 1. 
2.9 A presentation of G 31 cannot be found in [13] or [14]. The 
presentation in 2.6 was constructed by investigating the relations that 
are satisfied by the generators of this group given in [2]. It was checked 
by the Todd-Coxeter method of enumerating cosets (in this case with 
respect to the group G29, this being a subgroup of index 6 in Gsi). 
For more generalities and details the reader is referred to the references. 
3. THE SCHUR MULTIPLIERS OF THE FINITE PRliVITIVE COMPLEX 
REFLECTION aROUTS 
3.1 THEOREM. The Schur multipliers of the Jinite primitive complex 
rejlection groups are given in the following table. 
Group Schur multiplier 
as 111 
Q4 (11 
05 CI 
Bs (11 
G7 cs 
G0 111 
G’s C‘d 
Go (11 
61 Ca 
Gla PI 
Cl3 Ca 
(714 (11 
G15 Ca 
Ql6 (11 
G17 111 
I Group Schur multiplier 
’31s 
G19 
60 
Gal 
Gas 
64 
G 25 
Gae 
Ga, 
Gas 
41 
&a 
GSS 
094 
(11 
(11 
111 
(11 
111 
Ca 
(11 
(11 
cs 
Ca X Ca 
Ca 
(11 
(11 
(11 
3.2 In [6], a case by case proof of this theorem is given. In order 
to elucidate the techniques used in this proof, a few representative cases 
will be discussed here. 
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3.3 Gs is presented by (P, &IF, Q3P4, (PQ)411p2). If we add the 
superfluous relation Q’J= 1 we get (P, QlP*, @, Q3P4, (PQ)411p2). The 
group H (cf. 2.2) in this case may be presented by 
(A, BIAS, Blp42l35.4~, B3A4, (ABy). 
3.3.1 LEMMA. A2 is central. 
3.3.2 COROLLARY. B3 is central; H is presented by 
(A, BIAS, BellAz, B3, (AB)4). 
PROOF. Since BAZBSAS is central, we have 
which implies 
AaBsBA2BsA6 = BAzBsAaAaB5, 
since B3A4 is central. So A6 is central and A2 is central. 
The kernel of the natural projection H--f G is the group (A4B3, (AB)4). 
Now (AdBa)“(AB)a” E [H, H] ‘f 1 and only if 4(n+m) is a multiple of 8 
and 3n + 4nt is a multiple of 6. This implies that both n and nz are even. 
But if n is even, then (A4B3)” E [H, H], so (Ad@, (AB)4) n [H, H] is 
generated by (A4B3) n [H, H] and ((AB)J) n [H, H]. We shall show 
that both intersections are trivial, which implies that m(Gs)= (1). It is 
sufficient to prove l(AB)41= 6 and IA4B31=2. In fact, we only have to 
show (AB)24= 1 and (A4B3)2 = 1. 
3.3.3 LEMNA. (AB2)4 is central. 
PROOF. (AB2)4=A24B12(AB2)4= (A7B5)4= (BA)-4 = (AB)+, since (AB)4 
is central, 
3.3.4 We now show (i) (A4B5)2= 1 and (ii) (AB)24= 1. 
(i) Since A2 is central, (A4B3)2 = B3A*B3= 1. 
(ii) (AB)S= (BA)a(AB)z= (BA)sBAzBAB= (BA)sBzABAz. This implies 
ABAD(AB)4= (AB)eB = (BA)sDABAzB. 
so 
(AB)aB(AB)d= (AB)2(BA)sBzABAzB = ABAB2A(BA)WABA2B= 
= AsBABZA(BA)zBzAD 
since A2 is central. Using the fact that (AB)4 is central, we get 
(AB)P = AaBABzABAB(AB2)2 = A4BAB2AB4AB4(AB2)2 = 
= A4BAB2ABWABW(AB2)2 = BAB2AB2A2B2AB2A?@(@2 = 
= B(AB2)2ABs(AB2)2AB3(AB2)3 = B(AB‘J)3B(ABz)2ABs(AB)? 
This implies 
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(AB)lO = (AB3)4B(AB3)3AB3(AB3)3 = B(AB3)3AB3(&33)7 
and consequently 
(kwp = (AB2pqAB2ptB = (AB3)41+42q*w = pu13)13 = 
(B2A)12 = (B5A7)13= (AI?)-13, 
which completes the proof. 
3.4 Grs is presented by (P, &IF, &12, (P&)4&~ll&s). The group H in 
this case is presented by (A, BIA2, B121l(AB)JBa, AB3ABg). 
3.4.1 LEMMA. (i) BS is central, but B3 is not central. 
(ii) (AB)24 = 1. 
(iii) IAB3ABQl = 2. 
PROOF. (i) AB3AB6 = ABsABgB-3 = ABgABsB-3 since AB3ABg is 
central. Now ABoA= ABABe, which implies that B6 is central. It is 
easily checked that a homomorphism 4: H + G&(Q) is determined by 
But 
rj(AB3ABQ) = 0 ’ -y , so B3 is not central. 
( ) 
(ii) Since (AB)J is central we have 
(AB)s= (AB)d(BA)d= (AB)sABzA(BA)a= ABABABfJABABABa. 
Consequently 
(1) 
1 
(AB)12 = (AB)(BA)dABABABABABz = 
= ABzABABADABsABABAB2 = (AB2)2(AB)2(AB2)2(AB)2 
(since (AB)l2 is central). 
On the other hand, (AB11)2= (AB5)2= ABsAABsABsD= (AB5)2(AB2)2 
(since, by (i), (AB3)2 is central). So we have 
(2) (AB)-4= (AB11)4= (AB2)4(AB3)2(B3A)2 = (AB)4. 
From (1) and (2) it follows that 
(AB)24= (AB)2(AB2)2(AB)2(AB2)2(AB2)2(AB)2(A132)2(AB)2 = 
= (AB”)*(AB)s = (AB)-s(AB)* = 1. 
(iii) By (i) we have (AB3)2 E Z(H), which implies (AB3)4= 1. Now 
(ABSAB9)2=(AB3)4P= 1, which completes the proof of 3.4.1. 
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The kernel of the natural projection 7~: H + G is the group 
((AB)4B, ABABO). 
Now AB3AB9 E [H, H] and ((AB4)B)fi E [H, H] if and only if k is divisible 
by 6. But then (AB)4k=B6k= 1 by 3.4.1. This implies [H, H] n ker (n) = 
= (AB3AB9) and m(G4 N CZ. 
3.5 If G is one of the groups 46, . . ., Gss it is easy to prove that 
[G, G] zRLs(5). Now the group 61s is presented by (P, Q[P, Qs, (PQ)s]]P). 
The powers of P4 are representatives of the cosets of [Gis, Gis] in Gis, 
whereas (P4) n [G rs, Gis] = (11 and P4 E Z(Grs). Consequently, Gis is a 
direct product of (P4) and [Gis, G&J. This implies Gis E Cis xS.&(S) and 
m(G18) = (1) (cf. 2.3). 
3.6 GM is presented by (P, QIP20, &a, (PQ)51lP2). Consequently, 
46 E Gis/(PO), whereas PO E Z(Grs). Now [GM, GM] 1: SLs(5) N [Gis, Grs] 
and consequently-by 2.4-we have m(Gis) ={l). 
3.7 The group Gss is presented by 
<P, Q, W3, Q3, x3, PRpR2, (P&J41 (QR)4, P(PQ)2WPQ)-2, 
Q(QR)2Q2(QW-2>. 
The group H in this case is presented by 
(A, B, CIA”, B3, C3~~ACAW2, (AB)4, (Bcy, A(AB)ZAZ(AB)-2, 
B(BC)W(BC)“). 
Since A(AB)2A2(AB)+ = A2&4&42BA2B2A2 = (AB)2(A2B2)2 and since a 
similar equality holds for B(BC)aBz(BC)-2, we have 
H = (A, B, CIA3, B3, C3jjACAW, (AB)4, (BC)$ (AB)yAzB2)2, 
(BC)2(Bw2)2). 
3.7.1 LEMWA. (i) (&3)2(A2B2)2 = (BC)2(B2C2)2 = 1. 
(ii) (AB)is = (BC)i2 = 1. 
(iii) ACAsC2 = 1. 
3.7.2 COROLLARY. m(G24 = (1). 
As the proofs of 3.7.1, (i) and (ii) as well as that of 3.7.2 can be given 
without difficulty, they will be omitted here. 
PROOF OF 3.7.1 (iii). We need some formulas, which we will derive here. 
(1) ADA = ABBA = (DA2)3BA@A2)8= BzA2@AzSA2BA(g2A2)* = 
= B2AB2( BzAz)‘J. 
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So we also have BzABz= ABzA(BA)*. 
(2) BWB = B2(BW)3(B2CQ)* = BCPB2CPBVP(BW2)* = C2BW(BG)*. 
(3) CB’-XP= C(CB)3(CB)* = @BCBCB(CB)* = BCW(CB)*. 
In the above proofs, the parts (i) and (ii) of the lemma 3.7.1 were 
used. The same formulas hold if we exchange A and C. Now ACA’G = 1 
will be proved. The element ACAY will be denoted by 2. To begin 
with we prove 2s = 1. We have 
(ACAW2)2 = ACAY?. ACAY? = AWA2C3AWz = CAC2A2, 
so (ACAW)3= 1. 
(4) We have ACBzACB = CABZACB. Z = CB2ABWB(B2A2)*- Z (by 
(1)) = CB2AC2BzC(B2C2)*(BzA2)*.2 (by (2)) = CBzC2AB2C(BzC2)*(B2A2)*= 
= BCB2ABW(B2A2)* (by (3)) = BCABSAC (by (1)) = BACBzAC. 22. 
(5) On the other hand, ACDACB= ACB%‘AB-2 = 
= ABWB2AB(BG)* - 2 (by (1)) = AB%‘AWA(g2A2)*(BW)* - 2 
(by (2)) = AB2AWB2A(BzA2)*(BV)*. 22 = BABWB2A(BW)*. 22 
(by (3)) = BACBTAP (by (1)) = BACB2AC.2. 
From (4) and (5) it follows that I;= 1, which completes the proof. 
3.8 627 is a central extension of the alternating group us (cf. [14]). 
Let 6s denote a universal central extension of US. We have 
@&&n, G27] = c2, 
which is clear from the presentation of the group G27 given in 2.6. This 
implies that I[G27, G27]I = 1080. NOW [G 27, G27] is a central extension of 
a6 as well, so there is a homomorphism 01: & + [G27, G-271 such that the 
following diagram is commutative 
Since [G27, Ga7] # a6 we have that the Central extension G27 + a6 does 
not split. This implies that G27 has no subgroup that is isomorphic to aa. 
So the same is the case for [G27, G27]. NOW oc(&) is a subgroup of [Gs7, Gs7] 
and it projects onto aa. By comparing the orders of [G27, G27] and QS 
we see that 01 is surjective or that 01(h) II a6. Since the latter can not 
be the case, we have that 01 is surjective. By proposition 2.5 it follows 
that 6~5 [G27, 6271 is a universal central extension of [G27, G27]. 
We shall now prove that G27 II [G27, G27] x Cz, which implies that 
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We have lZ(Gs7)] = 6, whereas I[G27, Gs7]/Z([Gs7, G27])] = 360. This implies 
that there exists some central x E G27 - [G-27, G27]. Since x2 E [G27, G27], it 
follows that ~3 I$ [G27, G27]. On the other hand, (x3)2 = 1. SO 
and 
G27 = [G27, G27] x (9) 
G27 = [G27, G27] x c2 
which completes the proof. 
3.9 The group Gss is presented by 
G’, ‘2, R, BP, Q2, R2, fJ2, U%-04, (fW3, (J-W3, (4W3, (4W2, 
(Rfl)2, (WR)2(&~R)2>. 
In this case the group H is presented by 
(A, B, c, DIA2, B2, 0, D2lpB)4, (AC)S, (AD)S, (Bcy, 
(Boy, (CD)2, (ABcy, (BAC)2). 
It is clear from the above presentation of H that the intersection 
((AC)s, (AD)s, (BC)s) n [H, H] is trivial. So no harm is done by dividing 
out the central subgroup ((AC)s, (AD)s, (BC)s). Let K be the group 
H/((AC)s, (AD)s, (BC)s). To denote the generators of K the same letters 
as those for the corresponding generators of H will be used. So K is 
presented by 
(A, B, C, DIA2, B2, 0, 02, (AC)3, (AD)3, (BC)sll(AB)4, 
(BD)2, (CD)2, (ABC)2(BAC)2). 
The Schur multiplier of G2g is isomorphic to the kernel of [K, K] -+ Cm. 
3.9.1 LEMMA. (i) (BD)2= (CD)2. 
(ii) (AB)4= 1. 
PROOF. (i) Set (BD)2= TI and (CD)z=Tz. Then, since TI and TZ are 
central, it is clear that T2 = T22 = 1. We have 
(BD)2(CD)2 = (BD)2(DC)2 = BDBCDC = CBDBCD = BCBCDBCD = 
= BCBDCBCD. Tz = BCDBCBCDTzTl = BDCBCBCDTz=Tl = 
= TI=T$DBCBCBCD = T12T22 = 1, 
which implies (i). 
(ii) Set 21 = (ABC)2(BAC)2 and 22 = (AB)4. 
Then we have 212 = 222 = 1. Furthermore 
CBAB.Z1=Z2CABAB.BCABC(BAC)==ZlZ2ABACABA.ABC(BAC)= 
111 
since 
21= (CAB)2(CBA)2 =21-l. 
so 
CBAB * 21= 2&4BACAC(BAC)2 = 2&4BC4&4C)2 = 
Z,i?&ABCABAC. BAC = ZzABABACABA . BAC = BABCABABAC = 
ZzBABCBABC = Z&BABBABCBAB = Z&L’BAB. 
So CBAB& = CBAB&& and 23 = 1. This proves the lemma. 
3.9.2 COROLLARY. K is presented by 
<A, B, C, QA2, P, 0, D2, (ABJ4, (AQ3, (AQ3, (BCJ3, 
(BD)2(CD)211(BD)2, (ABC)z(BAC)2). 
The kernel of the projection: [K, K] -+ [G, G] ie the subgrozlp 
((BD)2, (ABC)z(BAC)z) of K. 
3.9.3 LEMMA. In the group K we have (BD)2 f 1 and (ABC)2(BAC)2# 1. 
PROOF. Let K denote the group 
(X, Y, 2, TIX2, Y2, 22, T2, (XY)4, (XZ)3, (XT)3, (YZ)3, 
(YT)z(ZT)z, (YT)2(XY)2/1( YT)2>. 
According to Schur (of. [12]), i? is a representation group of the symmetric 
group @3 and since m(&) N C3 (of. [12]), we have (YT)2 # 1. Furthermore 
(XYZ)3( YXZ)3= ((XY)3YZ)3 = (XY)3, which is central. So there is a 
homomorphism +: K -+ iI such that +(A) =X, 4(B)= Y, 4(C) =Z and 
d(D) = T. Now +((BD)2) = $((ABC)2(BAC)2) # 1, which proves the lemma. 
3.9.4 LEMMA. In the group N = (X, Y, 2, TIX2, Y2,22, T2, (XY)4, (X2)3, 
(XT)3, (YZ)3, (YT)2(ZT)2, (XYZ)2( YXZ)211( YT)2) we have (YT)2 # 1. 
PROOF. Let 633 = u~P, Q, R) !-Fg(P, Q, R, B) be a disjoint splitting of 
G33 into right cosets with respect to (P, Q, R) and let the natural 
projection: N -+ G33 be denoted by z. Now from ([13], 4.12) it follows 
that the relations for GZS in which 8 does not appear define the subgroup 
(P, Q, R). Since in N those same relations hold for X, Y and 2 it turns out 
that (X, Y, 2) N (P, Q, R). Consequently, if (YT)2 # 1 then 
In that case we have 
( YT12 4 <X, Y, 2). 
d<P, Q, RVd', Q, R, 8)) = 
(X, Y, W'&K Y, 2, T) u (X, Y, WW, Y, 2, T)( YV2 
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and this is a disjoint union. (For suppose 
f(X, Y, wdK y, 2, T) =g(X y, ww, y, 2, T)( yn2. 
Then, since (YT)s is central, we have f(X, Y, Z)=g(X, Y, Z)( YT)s, so 
( yv2 E (X9 y, a, which is not the case). So, if (YT)s # 1, then 
{mx, y, 2, T)) u {4(X, y, 2, TuT2) is a set of representatives for 
(disjoint) cosets with respect to (X, Y, 2) in N. Now the group N acts 
in a natural way on the set of its right cosets with respect to (X, Y, 2). 
It is possible to construct permutations X, F, z and !? corresponding -- 
to X, Y, 2 and T respectively, such that ( YT)2 f 1 and that, if (YT)2 # 1, 
these permutations describe the action of N on the right cosets with 
respect to (X, Y, 2). Afterwards it is only necessary to check whether 
or not X, P, z and F satisfy the relations for X, Y, 2 and T. 
This check was carried out by computer. The group of permutations --- 
generated by X, Y, Z and F turns out to be a quotient of N. This implies 
that (YT)2 # 1. 
3.9.5 COROLLARY. m(G29) N C2xC2. 
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